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                                 A V G  -  Anadha Vidyarthi Griha  
       “ An Orphanage With A Difference”  How & Why ? 

• Self administration is the life line of AVG 
    AVG functions cent percent on its own. There will be hardly any direct role for others. 

• AVGians are Administrators, Wardens, Caretakers and Cooks 
The AVGians (AVG Inmates) themselves will be administrators and take up day today  
functions as wardens, guard the AVG as caretakers,  perform all the duties of cooks, 
watchmen and also day today  keeping up of  their premises/house. 

• Financial Transactions are managed by the AVGians 
Collecting and receiving the amounts from available sources and duly maintaining 
requisite account books, records & vouchers,  are wholly done by the AVGians.  

• AVG runs on contributions and donations from Philanthropists 
AVG runs solely on voluntary contributions and donations from the philanthropists.  

• Purchase of provisions and amenities are made by AVGians 
Day today provisions, amenities etc. will be decided and arranged by the AVGians 
themselves. 

• Daily activities of AVG will be carried by AVGians 
The AVGians start their daily activity at 4 am and end by 10.30 pm carrying each 
and every work in the AVG on their own alongwith their studies.       

• Banking & Accounting affairs are in the hands of AVGians 
There will not be any regular finance manager or accountant to look after the 
monthly budgeting, banking, accounting and getting the accounts audited annually 
by the statutory Auditor, but, all the affairs are handled by the AVGians.       

• Management Board of AVG comprises volunteers only 
As a thread holding the garland there will be a Management Board for AVG which  
comprises eminent people coming forward voluntarily from all walks of society.  The 
Board’s role will be like a friend,  a guide & a philosopher.  The Board will be elected 
by the contributors/subscribers/donors in their tri-annual general body meeting. 

• Sky is the limit for deserving Orphan and Poor students to pursue 

their studies  at  AVG 
For the boys with burning desire and determination to pursue higher studies 
(intermediate onwards) but not having requisite support, the AVG is the right place 
which will stand by them till they reach their goals in studies and stand on their own 
before the society as responsible citizens of challenging tomorrow.      

A Bird’s Eye View 

about AVG… 
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 Truth, Purity and Unselfishness – wherever these are present, there is no power 
below or above the sun to crush the possessor thereof.   Equipped with these, one 
individual is able to face the whole universe in opposition.     -   Swamy Vivekananda 

 

 

APPEAL 
 
Dear Subscribers, Donors and Well wishers,  
 

    It is the generosity and good will    

of many Well-wishers and Philanthropists 

like you with whose blessings and patronage 

we have been continuing our endeavour     

to support helpless orphans and needy   

poor to pursue their higher education   

with determination to become responsible 

citizens of tomorrow.  Your support all 

these years is appreciable and 

unforgettable. We are confident after so 

many years of our concerted efforts      

with the moral support of you all; we can 

take    pride in having our own premises  the 

‘AVG Golden Jubilee Home’.  We hereby 

earnestly appeal to all   of you to generously 

donate and participate in construction      

of the AVG Golden Jubilee Home             

and also call and impress upon all your 

friends, relatives and so on to take this 

opportunity of extending helping hand to 

the humble  social  cause   by  donating  

their  might  to  the  AVG.   

                      

 with best wishes, 
 

                 
(C V RAGHUVEER)                      (M RAJESH) 
   PRESIDENT                       GENERAL SECRETAR Y 

 
* 

                                                                                                                             
 
 
 
 
Independence Day 
On 15th August the Independence Day 

celebrations were grandly organized  
in the AVG.  The beloved personality 
Sri D Sudheer Reddy, ex-HUDA, 
Chairman, was kind enough to grace 
the celebrations as the Chief Guest. 
Addressing after  hoisting the tri-color 
flag Sri Sudheer Reddy reiterated his 
patronage to the AVG and expressed 
his eagerness for early construction of 
the AVG Golden Jubilee Home. Among 
other guests of honour on the 
occasion includes several well wishers 
of AVG from various walks of society 
besides the Secretary and Members of 
AVG Management Board. On this 
occasion prizes were distributed to   
the winners of games & sports 
competitions conducted for the AVGians. 

Management Board 
A guiding force and AVG Board 

President Sri C V Raghuveer who had 
to under go recently for second time 
brain surgery is recovering well and 
will resume his normal  course of  
work  as  soon. 
 
  
 

 

Current Events 

‘AVG Home’  

 Construction Progress………. 
              
TTTThe process of getting building plan 
approval and permission for construction    
from the GHMC  is   under  active  progress.  
The construction work will start once 
obtained the approval of plan & permission.   
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                          PROBLEMS………! 
                                                           (Anitha Chopra) 

 
Every human being at every age faces some problem irrespective of whether they are 

rich or poor, educated or uneducated, employed or unemployed. They can be Health related 
Children related, Parents related, Spouse related, Business related, Technical or 
Technological – problems in various forms are part and parcel of human life, for some not 
having a problem is a problem! 
 Problems and goals often go hand in hand. Problems are speed breakers that we face 
in pursuit of our goals. When things don’t do the way as we want them to go we see that as 
a problem. 
 So every one will have problems, troubles, fears worries and anxieties. Any way no 
body promised us a life free from problems – did then? 

There was the person who was watching moon with a telescope.  One day he saw a big 
dragon which was approaching the earth.  He was horrified.  Every one in the village too 
came to see the dragon and were shocked.  All of them decided to migrate from the village to 
save their lives. One old wise man saw the same thing, but removed the dead fly from the 
lens of the telescope and it was gone,  Ha…! ha...!  How many magnified dead flies we face in 
our day to day life?  Something within most of us is a problem magnifying glass with a shift 
in the way we see problems, we can stop making mountains from mole-hills and start 
making mole-hills from mountains.  We are not even talking about global problems.  Nobody 
appointed you or me as the manager of the world.  Let us first focus on personal problems 
and see how we can solve them.  First of all let us replace the word “problem” with  
“challenge”  and then proceed.  Our words from our worlds. When we change words we 
change worlds! Let us change our vocabulary and that would change our thoughts, which in 
turn will change our mind, which in turn will enable us to view the same world, but with a 
never perception.  Let us find solution to our problems in a substantial way. 

 First write down exactly what the challenge is, don’t just keep thinking about it, 
write it down exactly, precisely and concisely. As Charls Kettering put it so beautifully              
“A problem well stated is a problem half solved”. 

 Now write the possible sources for the challenge, get all the facts - only the 
facts.  Because, half of the worry in the  world is caused by people trying to make decisions 
before they have sufficient knowledge on which they can base their decisions. 

 Then write down every possible effective solution. Every challenge holds within 
itself the keys to its solution. Keep your mind alert and open to have,  as collective 
intelligence man make a difference. The end is actually the beginning. Now immediately act 
upon the solution arrived. 

 When it comes to solving problems and challenges the best approach is “divide 
and conquer”.  Divide now life into one compartment. Shut all Yesterdays. Shut out all 
tomorrows live only in this  day or today. Now you have only one day’s challenge to conquer. 
Challenge you. Let the inheritable out come by conquering them. Solve or use them as 
stepping stones to your success. Let winning be your only way of your life. 

 Believe in your self. Keep your priority strictly.  Take responsibility for your self.  
Vouch to create now own future.  Focus on what you want.  Be creative.  Think big.  Control 
your stress. Think positive.  Never give up.  Look began the challenges and focus on the out 
come you wish to achieve. 

 

THOUGHT  –  TALK  –  HUMANITY 



Grateful to……  

Mr K Upendar Reddy               Rs.1,50,000- 

Mr C P Ammaji Rao                 Rs.6,740- 

Mr V Vijaya Shankar               Rs.5,000- 

Mr M Prabhakar Reddy           Rs.6,000- 

Ms Paruchuri Prameela           Rs.5,000- 

Mr Maheedhar Maddi              Rs.5,000- 

Mr V Prasad Rao                     Rs.5,000- 

Mr A K Reddy                          Rs.5,000- 

Mr G Kondal Rao                     Rs.5,000- 

Mr B B S Sharma                    Rs.10,000- 

Mr V Ashok and Friends          Rs.10,116- 
      (Nestham) 
Sri Hanuman Union                Rs.25,000- 

Mr M K Ranganath                  Rs.12,800- 

Mr G Srinivas Reddy                Rs.5,000- 

Mr R Sanjeev Reddy                 Rs.5,000- 

 

 

 ……………………... these    donations     

 will    go   in    the   long    way    to   serve   

   the    society     thro’     AVG.                         * 
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All donations and contributions made to AVG are Tax exempted u/s 80(G) of the Income 
Tax Act from 1.4.2006 to 31.3.2009 vide Director of Income Tax (Exemptions), Hyd 

F.No.DIT(E)/Hyd/43(03)/80G/05-06, dated 04.09.2006 
 

 
 
 

 donate by Cheque / Demand Draft 
                       
                       drawing in favour of 

AVG Golden Jubilee Home 
SB A/c No. /01/01005711 

Andhra Bank, Kothapet, Hyderabad-35 

----------------------------------------------------------- 
  

call AVGians over phone / e-mail 
 

040-24038676   &   9490792576 
e-mail: orphanage_1919@yahoo.co.in  

-------------------------------------------------             
 

visit AVG at 
 

www.anadhavidyarthigriha.org 
 

 

 
You must not say that you 
are weak. How do you 
know what possibilities lie 
behind that degradation on 
the surface? You know but 
little of that which is 
within you.  For behind 
you is the ocean of infinite 
power and blessedness. 

                               
             -   Swamy Vivekananda 
 


